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II. SUMrWrt AND CONCWSIONS

A. GENERAL. The 1959 Net Evaluation is based on the analysis

of a hypothetical war in ~my 1962, which was initiated by the

USSR against the UNITED STATES and her ALLIES. Pursuant to

the conditions specified fOl' the analysis it was assumed that
" .-.~ -- - .

the U.S./ALLIED armed forces would 6ave been alerted for a

period 'or 48 hours prior to the init1al attacksJ such alert

having been brought about by the cletection of a heightened

state of readiness for war on the,part of the USSR. '!he
'. ., --.

heart of the analysis was a single war game whic~ was

tr:l:ggel'ed by a SOVIE~ eur-prLse nuclear attacl>:, and which

"i~nediately flared into wo~ld-wlde nuclear war.
• • .,. • •• ' .... H .. - .....~. • • ., ••

The summary which follows, is an account of the inter

actions of opposing forces, in the hypothetical ~ar. and the

'more significant effects ,on the nations involved.

B. EFFECT OF SOVIET ATTACK

1. Concept. The deliberate prepara,tllmB for nuclear

war were made with the intention of preserving strategic

surprise if possible, but not at the expense, of r~stricti~~'

the ,inwediate use of all nuclear capable forces which could

be brought to bear against ,the UNITED STATES and her ALLIES.

Consequently; air ~orcea were allowed a five-day stand-down,

submarines were deployed to target areas and other major

units we:::oe generally alerted to permit a maxtmum effort in

a coordinated surprise attack against the nuclear capable

elements of the FREE WORLD. Whether or not strategic

surprise could be preserved, the attack was to proceed with

the belief that the initial paralyzing blow would result in

an overwhelming position of advantage from \'1hich the USSR

could successfully pursue her war objectives.
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forces would be incapable of organized delaying actions

unless immediately re-enforced.

The Navy retained the ability to continue the war at

sea in ,the immediate future., However~ losses to shore

activities would seriously degrade sUbsequent logistic Bup~ort.

b. Damage to CONUS

(I) General. The SOVIET,attack on the ~ITED
-~"-"-' ..--_.., -- ---~ ._-._---_.... _.....-

STATES resulted in the detonation of 56l'nuclear weapons with

a t~t';i··;lei·~ at' ~~·ii·8";e~~t'~~~·~· .. ;~~ -~~~~~.~~~~ ..~;~ ..;~~. ''' ...
• • _~.._ •••_... •• '" ~ __ .~H , _." •••••-..

of such magnitude that the UNITED STATES would not tully

return to pre-attack status for years. The direct effeots

of the attack were:

(a) Elast overpressure SUfficient to cause

some structural damage over areas containing the residences

of 30 per cent of 'the nation's population~

(b) Widespread fires which uft1mately

ravaged l50~OOO square miles of land area on which 28 per

cent of the pre-attack population resided;

(c) A lethal blanket of radiati.on wh1ch~ !i
/I

at its maximum affected over one-half the land' area of the j
(I

nation.

(2) Effect on the Population. Twelve and one-,

half million, people were killed outr1ght~ and casualties
... -_.---_ ,_ - -..- - , ,. '" .

continued 'to increase ror a year arter the attack. By this

time there were' 60:6' ~:i.iiio~ .ci;;~d·..~·~d··~:i;·-~ill;~·· Sick' or

injured. out or a pre-attack population of'185.5 million.

(3) Effect on Survival Needs. Except for

medical needs. life~preservlng requirements of the

nation were for the most part available. Food and housing

were generally more than adequate to meet m1n1nnun needs.

In the NEW ENGLAND and SOUTHWESTERN states space .require

ments for the sick and injured were critical for
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changes in these est1mates have occurred. and it is

reasonable to assume that many more will occur in the next

three years. We note for instance that the USSR was given...........-- '.. . ...., -" .....
credit for a warhead of 1.5 ,megatons in the ICBM of 1962.

The latest estimates available to us indicate that the

yield of this warheadm1ght be as high as eight megatons.

A discrepancy ,of this nature seems alarming. but in fact,

it is essentially nullified by the compensation of more

current estimates of fewer missiles and aircraft. Intelligence'

estimates which bear on the 'composition of the SOVIET nuclear
, ,

stockpile. on the organization, dispoaition, and capabilities

of the SOVIET Long Range Air Force, and on the operational'

characteristics of SOVIET missiles and aircraft are most

vital to an evaluation of this type, and in some 'cases these

estimates are necessarily h1ghly conjectural.

The problem of defining the strength. composition" ,I...... ... .. , ." . .~ ~ .' .' . ~ .' ._. ....
equipment and capabilit~es of our own for~es three y~a~~

hence has proven most difficult in the face of.sc1e~t1ric. . . . ~ ,. . - .. -....

achievements, international developmen~s and budgetary
.' " . " . .. . '" ;' -v-M ~ •••••

considerations. For example. there are many areas or doubt

with respect to the anticipated performance or unproven

e~1pment which do not permit us to be certain of our estimate

in the case of these forces. A notable example concerns the

Ballist1c ~ssile Early Warning System. ·~is syst~m was to
_# _ ~ _.~ ," ••_- _.... •••••• ••• - •

be operational in, l~6~" and the 1959 Evaluation assumes full.' ., ., . .... . .. ...... ...~ ~. ,.. ..
operabii1ty. It now appears that the BIv1EWS will not in

fact be fUlly operational in this time period~ and considering!

the importance placed upon the necessity for 15 minutes'

warning to alert our retaliatory forces. the outcome of a

nuclear war could differ substantially from that portrayed

herein.
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We are also uncertain of the effects of phenomena which

could seriously degrade communications and electronic

equipment. Studies or the e.ffects of radiation clouds and

the offensive electronic countermeasu~es on electronic 'systems

are being actively pursued at this t~e. No estimate of

their errect is includect in this report other than a rather

rough aggregation which considers the impact of electronic

oountermeasures.

Notwithstanding the many uncertainties inVolved, it is

believed that the results of this hypothetical nuclear war

are within realistic limits, and are sufficlentiy valid to.. .. ~. "-

support.th~ following concluaions:
. '" .., .

1. In 1962 a nuclear war in1ti~ted by the.USSR, preceded

by a period'or strategic' warning, would'result in the devasta

tion or large areas or both the UNITED STATES and the USSR.

The USSR would rece1ve the greater industrial damage and

populat1on casualties, but both sides would reta1n significant

military forces capable of further limited operations •. Thus,

the result of the 1n1tia~ nuclear e~change in these circumstances

would not necessarily determine the outcome or the war.. ..

2. In 1962, 1n a'general war initiated by the USSR, the

SOVIET forces could deliver a nuclear attack on the UNITED

STATES which would killona-third the popUlation, destroy
"~ ... ~&, ••~ ........ _. ,

one-sixth of the industrial resources, and disrupt the social_...._._M....--.... ··~- ._.-....__..._ .•.•_...._._-:-_.....

and economic structure of the nation.

3. At le~~t..one-third - and conceivably a much higher-_ - .
proportion - of the damage accruing to the UNITED STATES in

•• ,.... • •• _ ••• ...... "0,,.

a nuclear war in 1962 would be the result of SOVIET missile .

attacks •

. 4. Without a warning of at least 15 minutes at the
... " •• '" .". 'M ., .......... _ ...

operational level or command, or a compensating plan of

assuring the survival of a retaliatory force, ·the USSR could
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